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TAX LITIGATION ISSUES

The Fifth Amendment
And Civil Tax Enforcement

T

he Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides that “[n]o person…shall be
compelled in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself.” This privilege
against self-incrimination not only protects criminal defendants from being forced to
testify at trial, but it also provides all individuals with the right to refuse to answer questions
that may provide a “link in the chain of evidence
needed to prosecute” them.1 The ability to refuse
to answer questions during an investigation is
especially important in civil tax audits because
responding to questions posed by an IRS revenue
agent seeking additional taxes, interest and penalties may lead to a referral to a special agent who
will attempt to brand the taxpayer a criminal and
deprive him of his liberty. Indeed, attorneys representing taxpayers in high-risk, “eggshell” audits
frequently struggle with the issue of whether (and
when) the client should assert the privilege against
self-incrimination.
The U.S. Supreme Court’s recent decision in
Salinas v. Texas2 complicates this equation. In
Salinas, a plurality of the Supreme Court ruled that
an individual must affirmatively assert his right to
remain silent; merely refusing to answer a question is not sufficient to come within the ambit of
the constitutional protection. Moreover, the court
did not foreclose the possibility that the prosecution may be allowed to comment on a defendant’s
assertion of the privilege against self-incrimination
during a non-custodial interview. Although Salinas
was decided in the context of a murder investigation, professionals representing taxpayers in audits
need to consider its implications in deciding how
to respond to questions posed by revenue agents.
Tax Enforcement
More than 30 percent of the nearly 90,000 IRS
employees are either revenue agents assigned to
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conduct civil audits, revenue officers assigned
to collect taxes that are due and owing, or tax
examiners assigned to review tax returns for
accuracy and completeness.3 However, the civil
nature of an audit does not preclude a revenue
agent examining a taxpayer’s returns from uncovering fraud and referring the matter for criminal
investigation.
Revenue agents are barred from conducting
criminal investigations under the guise of civil
audits and once a revenue agent identifies a “firm
indication of fraud,” she is obligated to suspend
her civil audit and refer the case for criminal
investigation.4 Moreover, while a revenue agent
is not required to tell the taxpayer or his representatives that she is developing indicators of
fraud or that the case may be referred for criminal
investigation,5 she is also not allowed to mislead
or deceive a taxpayer about the status of the
investigation in hopes of eliciting incriminating
statements or documents.
In the landmark case of United States v. Tweel,6
a revenue agent told the taxpayer’s accountant
that there was no IRS special agent involved in
the case, even though a criminal investigator
had previously participated in the investigation.
The revenue agent also did not disclose that the
audit was being conducted at the request of the
Department of Justice. The U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit suppressed the statements
and documents provided by the taxpayer in
Tweel, holding that the revenue agent’s conduct
constituted a “deliberate deception,” a “silent

misrepresentation” and a “flagrant disregard”
of the taxpayer’s rights.
Similarly, in United States v. McKee,7 the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit held that
the Internal Revenue Manual’s requirement that
a revenue agent suspend an audit upon discovering a “firm indication of fraud” is “the type of
rule that is designed to protect the taxpayer’s
constitutional rights [and] [i]f a revenue agent
continues the civil audit…then she is, in fact,
making affirmative representations to the constitutional detriment of the taxpayer.”

After ‘Salinas,’ practitioners representing taxpayers face the additional risk that even the express invocation of the Fifth Amendment may
be used against their clients at trial.
Despite the expansive language in Tweel
and McKee, courts have applied these principles narrowly. First, courts have held that
suppression is appropriate only if the taxpayer
can demonstrate the agent acted in bad faith
and was not merely negligent.8 Second, courts
have held that the “[s]imple failure to inform
defendant that he was the subject of the investigation, or that the investigation was criminal in nature, does not amount to affirmative
deceit” unless the “agent’s failure to respond
was intended to mislead.” 9 Finally, in order
to prevail on a motion to suppress based on
a revenue agent’s misrepresentation, the taxpayer faces the high burden of demonstrating
by “clear and convincing evidence that the
agents misled him as to the true nature of their
investigation” and that the “misinformation
was material in his decision to speak with
the agents.”10 Thus, absent egregious circumstances, a taxpayer’s statements to an examining revenue agent may be used to support
a criminal referral and potentially offered in
evidence at a subsequent criminal trial.
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‘Eggshell’ Audits
In many cases, a professional representing a
taxpayer in connection with an audit determines
that the client has engaged in conduct that, if
discovered by the revenue agent, could result in
criminal exposure. In these “eggshell” audits, the
practitioner’s goal is to resolve the audit without
a criminal referral.11 This, of course, must be done
without lying or otherwise improperly obstructing the civil audit process, which would create
additional criminal exposure for the taxpayer
and potentially the professional as well.12
During the course of an eggshell audit, the
revenue agent may seek information regarding
a problematic transaction. Faced with such a
request, the taxpayer and her representatives
must decide between providing complete and
accurate information, and asserting the taxpayer’s Fifth Amendment rights. Criminal defense
lawyers have historically counseled their clients that while the latter course may increase
the chance of a criminal referral, admitting the
misconduct increases both the risk of a referral for criminal investigation and the likelihood
of a conviction if the investigation results in an
indictment. The Supreme Court’s recent decision
in Salinas v. Texas adds another consideration
to this analysis.
‘Salinas v. Texas’
In Salinas, police officers questioned the defendant in connection with an investigation into a
double homicide. Genovevo Salinas came to the
police station voluntarily and answered most of
the police’s questions during the hour-long interview. However, when an officer asked whether
the shell casings recovered at the scene of the
murders would match those in his gun, Salinas
stopped talking, “[l]ooked down at the floor,
shuffled his feet, bit his bottom lip, cl[e]nched
his hands in his lap, [and] began to tighten up.”
The officer proceeded to ask other questions,
which Salinas answered. At trial, the prosecutor
remarked upon Salinas’ silence during his summation, stating that an innocent person would
have answered the officer’s questions about the
shell casings.
While it is well settled that prosecutors are
not allowed to make negative comments about
a defendant’s decision to remain silent during
custodial interrogations,13 courts are divided as
to whether a prosecutor may comment on the
defendant’s decision to remain silent in a noncustodial setting, such as a voluntary interview.14
On appeal, Salinas argued that the prosecutor’s
comment on his silence during the non-custodial
interview violated his Fifth Amendment right
against self-incrimination.
In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court concluded
that the prosecutor’s comments did not violate
Salinas’ constitutional right to remain silent and
affirmed the conviction. A plurality opinion—
authored by Justice Samuel Alito and joined by

Chief Justice John Roberts and Justice Anthony
Kennedy—noted that an individual can remain
silent for a number of reasons unrelated to his
fear of self-incrimination. The plurality found that
Salinas’ failure to invoke his right to remain silent
expressly barred his claim that the prosecution
should be precluded from commenting on his
silence at trial. The plurality did not, however,
resolve the question of whether a prosecutor
can comment on the defendant’s invocation
of the Fifth Amendment during a noncustodial
interview. Moreover, in his concurring opinion,
Justice Clarence Thomas (joined by Justice
Antonin Scalia) applied an even narrower reading of the Fifth Amendment, concluding that the
privilege was inapplicable “because the prosecutor’s comments regarding [the defendant’s]
precustodial silence did not compel him to give
self-incriminating testimony.15

‘Salinas’ leaves open the possibility
that a prosecutor will be allowed
to argue that a jury should draw
an adverse inference from the defendant’s express invocation of the
privilege against self-incrimination
during the course of an audit.
Implications in Tax Cases
Although Salinas arose in the context of a
murder investigation, its ruling has implications for Fifth Amendment protections in white
collar cases generally, and criminal tax cases in
particular. While the Supreme Court has ruled
that IRS special agents must advise individuals
held in “custody” of their right to remain silent,16
such warnings are not necessary during noncustodial interviews like those at issue in Salinas,17
let alone a civil audit conducted by a revenue
agent. Thus, absent egregious conduct like that
at issue in Tweel, statements made during the
course of an audit interview will be admissible
at trial. Moreover, after Salinas, a taxpayer who
refuses to provide information—either during an
interview or in response to an Information Document Request—runs the risk that his refusal to
answer will be offered in evidence in a criminal
trial. Indeed, Salinas leaves open the possibility
that a prosecutor will be allowed to argue that a
jury should draw an adverse inference from the
defendant’s express invocation of the privilege
against self-incrimination during the course of
an audit.
Conclusion
Asserting the Fifth Amendment during an eggshell audit is not a decision taken lightly. The
failure to invoke the privilege can provide the

examining agents with additional evidence to
shore up their criminal referral and evidence
that may be used against the taxpayer in future
criminal proceedings. However, after Salinas,
practitioners representing taxpayers face the
additional risk that even the express invocation
of the Fifth Amendment may be used against their
clients at trial. It remains for the Supreme Court
to clarify the application of the Fifth Amendment
in the noncustodial setting.
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